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Abstract

Purpose

The key objective of this research is to understand technology variability that presents 

consequential provocation to the producers or manufacturers because the technological 
advancements that leads the production process or products’ standardization can cause turmoil 

in the even circulation of materials in extended supply chain. To deal with the technological 
unpredictably or to reduce the risk induced due to technological advancements, the researcher 

and practitioners involves suppliers as they think that supplier participation could be an 

effectual strategy so the central manufacturers can comprehend with their relevant upstream 

supply networks to obtain supportive assets, proficiency and competence. Although, the 

literature needs a refinement conception of the supplier involvement processes. Significantly, 
the major part of resource dependence for supplier involvement should be analytically 

understood. To reduce this loophole, this research is projected to incorporate the comparative 

viewpoint with the resource-dependence viewpoint to investigate how supplier dependence, 

buyer dependence and supplier and buyer interdependence effects the buyers decision-making 

banging into upstream supply networks for handing with technology uncertainty'.on

Methodology & Design

A survey is conducted to test the hypothesis, as this research is based on the technology 

ambiguity in supply chain and supplier involvement and the part of the resource dependence. 

Deductive approach is applied in this research for the testing of hypothesis and its more 

applicable kind on this research so here we use to apply the Explanatory type of research we 

have other approaches to use in research like exploratory and descriptive but we prefer to use 

the explanatory, the nature of the research approaches Quantitative. The sampling technique is 

probability, convenience sampling method was used as during to COV1D-19, visiting offices 

were riskier so questionnaire was regulated through emails, WhatsApp and Facebook to 

relevant audience. Research design is the frames work that how researcher will conduct the 

data collection through the questionnaire and using the survey method, in which analyzed and 

requirement of research. This research work is based on Quantitative and it will designed as
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maximum group of respondents we have two hypothesis according to this we created the 

questionnaire and designed it on the behalf of our study.

Findings

Firstly, the association among supplier involvement and technology uncertainty is notably 

positive. Secondly, the association among supplier involvement and technology uncertainty 

positively moderated by the resource dependence. The sample of 352 respondents were taken 

from the chosen organizations.

Limitations

The variable of limitation on this research study was the physical access tomanufacturing 

companies, some of respondent hesitate to fill this questionnaire some respondent reject to fill 

the questionnaire they have the company confidential issues there is some sort of problems 

face during the analysis.

Recommendations

This research is based on the technology uncertainty, supplier involvement and resource 

dependence in supply chain the study of this research is very motivational Many of the other 

organizations find out the many other sources to correct their minor mistake and to facilitate 

the supplier and buyer through their resources so they can get the much improvement in their 

firms and they will get the success.

:
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